Autodialer to maximize your agent productivity:

- Adapts dial rate to the number of agents available
- Maximizes agent efficiency
- Increases agent productivity by up to 3 times

A Predictive dialer is ideal for companies that need:

**Outbound call center**
Auto dialer helps increase agent productivity by reducing time spent dialing and waiting for the call to connect. DialerAI dials automatically only delivering calls to agents that are answered by people.

**Transfers to live agents**
When a prospect is interested in your proposition, their call will be automatically connected to a live agent. Increasing sales by only focusing on interested leads. This can be done as a Press-1 campaign, or as a direct transfer with no delay.

**Reach voters during your political campaigns**
Use the predictive dialer or voice broadcasting to reach out to voters and deliver your campaign message. DialerAI is also able to do polling and surveying.

**Debt collection**
Make payment reminder calls to people to collect debt and ensure prompt payment. It’s easy to redial the contact if they are busy or didn’t answer. Text to speech can be used to personalise the audio.
DialerAI is a versatile auto-dialer for outbound calling and is employed in many industries for different applications, from marketing to political campaigning, as well as dissemination of information and emergency broadcasting by phone or SMS.

**Simple Messaging**

Mass alerting, advertising and product awareness, and dissemination of information.

Call a contact – Play a pre-recorded message or customised TTS (text to speech) – hang up.

**Press-1 Transfers**

 Mostly used for lead generation but also used extensively for debt collection. Call a contact - tell them about your proposition via pre-recorded message or TTS – invite them to press 1 to speak to an agent – call transferred to your call centre.

**Call-back**

High speed lead generation. *Call millions of contacts per day* – tell them about your product – invite them to press 1 if interested – tell them you will call them back in 24 hours – download list of contacts and pass them to your agents to call directly.

**Direct Transfers**

Prospecting and lead generation to quickly and efficiently get an agent talking directly to contacts. Often used with Call-back. *Call a prospect* – if human answers - transfer the call immediately.

**Automated Surveying**

Political campaigning, polling and market research. *Call contacts – ask a series of questions – record the answers – download results for further analysis.*

**Voicemail Drop**

Leaving an answering machine message is an effective marketing technique. If an answering machine is detected, a message can be left after beep. Voicemail Detection can be used with all call-flows described.
10 reasons to choose DialerAI

Automatic Dialer helps you to close more sales with less effort!

Agents can reach 3-5 times more contacts
No manual dialing saves time. Instantly leave voicemails and redirect live calls to agents. Your agent’s time is spent doing what’s valuable - closing sales.

Cloud based! Supports 1 to 500+ agent transfers
No extra hardware is necessary to run DialerAI. All you need is a web browser, Internet and agents available to take calls.

Use your own VoIP carriers
Choose your own VoIP carriers and pay them for your airtime. If you are making substantial numbers of calls, DialerAI represents great value for money.

Outbound IVR & Phone Survey
Configure complex survey IVR using TTS and audio messages. Get immediate responses to questions.

DNC (Do Not Call)
Upload DNC lists of numbers which should not be called. Contacts can add themselves to the Do-Not-Call lists via key press.

Leave a voicemail - Automatically!
Leave a pre-recorded voicemail right after the beep and move straight on to the next call - a massive time saver!

Simple month-to-month pricing - No setup fees
Our pricing is simple. Pay month to month. Price is based on the number of ports (concurrent calls).

Multi-Tenant & White Label
With multi-tenant, billing and white-labelling, DialerAI is designed for SAAS companies wanting to sell predictive dialer and auto dialer services.

Auto-redial & Scheduling
Redial contacts if they don’t answer. Set a schedule to automatically start and stop campaigns.

Affordable
Systems start from $99 USD per month for 10 ports. No minimum contract, simply subscribe from month to month.
DialerAI powers millions of calls per day!

“You have done a great job with building out this system. It is easy to use and the customer service is great!”

SHANE HOW
CEO, Innovo Media Group, LLC

“This is by far the best dialer for the money, hands down! We have already turned other small marketing partners onto this dialer and recommend to anyone looking to control their cash flow with phone calls”

BEST DIALER FOR THE MONEY!
CEO, Creactive Inc.

“This is a good application that meet the needs for Voicebroadcast/SMS. Our clients appreciate the simplicity and easy use; the features meet objectives needed”

AKIN
Founder, Callsuites